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During Environment Week in June 1986, ihe Kingaom oi Tonga pianiea a Drood stock of 
clams {Tridacna derasa), or tokanoa, on a reef in Nuku'alofa Harbour in an attempt to 
revitalise the stocks of these animals around the island of Tongatapu (Chesher 1986). 

The Project, organised by the Ministry of the Lands, Survey and Natural Resources, with the 
co-operation of the Fisheries Division of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries and the Marine Research Foundation, was the first attempt in the Pacific to 
increase natural populations of giant clams (vasuva) by relocating natural stocks in 
micro-parks. 

Tridacna derasa: a. Lateral view of shells, b. Upper view. c. Geographical 
d i s t r i bu t i on 
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The relocation of natural stocks of giant clams into shallow protected embayments is not a 
new idea. Johannes (1982) reported that the people of Manus Island in Papua New Guinea 
collected giant clams and placed them in protected areas on the reef. These clams were left 
alone until long periods of bad weather prohibited normal fishing activities. Chesher {1980 
and unpublished data) observed stocks of relocated and protected giant clams in the 
Shortlands Islands of the Solomon Islands, and near Tagula in Papua New Guinea. Reports of 
protected giant clams placed near villages have also come from Savai'i in Western Samoa. 

Although a by-product of these cultural practices may have been a local increase in the 
natural population of giant clams, their purpose was to provide emergency food stocks and 
not, as in the modern example, a dedicated effort to revitalise the dwindling stocks of 
T. derasa. A second, and major, objective of the Tongan Vasuva Circle Project is to increase 
public environmental awareness and foster public education on the survival requirements of 
marine food organisms. 

Tridacna gigas: a. Lateral view of shells, b. Upper view. c. Geographical 
distribution 

The larger species of giant clams have become extinct or seriously endangered in many 
Pacific Island areas through overfishing (Hesier and Jones, 1974; Bryan and McConnel, 
1976; Pearson, 1977; Hirschberger, 19B0). Although apparently abundant within the 
recent past, T. gigas has not been seen aiive in New Caledonia or Fiji for the past two decades 
{Magnier, Adams, personal communications). McCoy (19B0) found stocks of T. derasa 
dangerously low in Tonga and stressed the need for protective measures to avoid overfishing 
all the giant clam stocks. McCoy also recorded the apparent extinction of Hippopus hippopus 
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cultured in running sea water systems in Palau (Hesiinga et a/.) arid juvenile specimens 
have:; been;shipped)]to Guamiy.Yap^;l-lawaii^.RQh:npeijv:Oalifornia,1 FijivjtheaPhilipprne.S)i^hd 
Marsftallklslands/otHeslinga? etial:, 1983y 1984;; Lopez and; Hesiinga, /Tl 9f85);i<:Ho:wever; 
[questions have;: beert;r'aiae:di-:about (enviYdnmentabiprdblems;which; might follow transfers of 
giant clams:from;one^dcean area;'tb anothgr£^unroy6i.a^1985).; ;r. ,; ::::"i:;e.j .A • 
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The culture of giant clams has been proven in one location as a reseaFcr^projeg^Aitrial 
commercial-scale hatchery has been started in the Solomon Islands and the researchers 
involved urge other interested countries to await the results of this facility before 
•attempting-"further 'efforts- tPernetrar'1'9'86t: — - - — • ™ --• , ; : , . 

Hatcheries and subsequent transplants of seedling stock to reefs or other countries have 
i many technical, biological and economic hazards. Perronv.^sIJng^aind.Fflgorimol (1985) 
\ report, for example, that an outplanting of seed clams frp^Paiau; onto a,reef in Yap resulted 
\ in an infestation of the gastropod Cymaf/um ,7^t/^c/m>/^ ^ are 
'' predators of juvenile giant clams (they do not kill ̂ adults) arid: div^rsiliad'to; clear them from 
: the seed clam trays by hand to prevent serious' loss; of^^th^ stpe^. ::Other,. ;still unknown 
i diseases and predators may seriously hamper clam culture activities in the,future. Since the 
• giant clams mature to female size only after five to eight years^ arid since the new shipment 

guidelines (Munro- etat:, 1985) call for the shipment of seedlings, not adults, any new 
: hatchery where adults are not locally available would need to operate for quite a long time 

before actually producing any product. 

In the meantime; while all this is being work§d out, the natural stocks need to'* be protected 
1 and, if possible; augmented. The basic reason' for the clams becoming rare„vor extinct needs to 
] be examined and various features of the biology of the tridacnjd clams must be researched. 
{ Above SJI, the public needs fo'be~made'award'"bf'fhe need to Lisle marine7esburces wisely. The 
; Vasuva Circle Project provides a basis for triese' needs by promoting the creation of 

protected groups of clams. The clams are, collected from wild stocks and then arranged in 
circles, in areas near villages where they cart.be cared for and monitored. 

Giant clam circles to protect and augment natural stocks 

• Will giant clam circles protect and augment natural stocks of these animals? The concept is 
supported by considerable biological evidence: 

— Giiant clams are males when they are first sexually mature and later become 
functional hermaphrodites- (Wada, 1.954). Spawning is ..induced ..in nature by the 

-,.-.., presence of -chemicals-associated- with -the eggs* -Normally the spawning cycle • 
involves the release of sperm and subsequent release of eggs. This results in a 

;ch'aM;'spawning rea^ibn-dver a'Veef burreaders the species'liable-'tCi the non-
fertilisation of eggs in depleted population'y(fviunro and Hesiinga, 1982). 

•^ Tfie latter' trie dlam,'the rhore',;eggs;afe produced;'the increase of eggs is' a ' 
! ; - J i logarithmic relationship: - ; .-n - o .::nr:^ 

-•••"• : ' ..'•'. .. ^ = 0.00743L4'03 V ' "•'.'.•": ;"'. 

'••" ^{for T.maxifna [Jameson; 1976J), Which means the larger adults are the, mairr 
eg'g produceVs and1 are important to the'level "of population fecundity. m'-"1 ' ' '• 
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— The larval lifespan is short, from 7 to 10 days depending on conditions (Gwyther 
and Munro, 1981: Beckvard, 1981} and the juveniles apparently settle out near 
the adults (Yamaguchi, 1977: Chesher, unpublished data). 

— In areas where giant clams are kept in protected embayments for emergency food 
supplies there is an abundance of clams of all sizes in the same bays and in 
nearby fringing reef environments (Chesher, unpublished data). 

Placement of the clams into circles has several justifications: 

— The orderly placement of the clams assures they will not be mistaken for a 
natural population, but are clearly placed there by someone. Mistaking a clam 
circle for a natural population is not likely if the circle is put near a village and 
is done as part of an environmental awareness project. But its symmetry should 
help identify it as separate from natural stocks to anyone who is not familiar 
with the project. 

— The spacing of the clams is impotant to maximise spawning potential. Braley 
(1984) has presented evidence that maximum spawning activity can be inhibited 
by clams which are too far away or too close together. The circle makes the 
spacing regular and places the clams in a position to ensure that nearby clams 
detect any spawning activity regardless of the direction of the water currents at 
the spawning time. 

— A broken circle will be obvious at once and the dead or missing clam can be 
replaced. 

— Each member of the circle can be identified by its position and this will assist in 
growth studies as well as spawning and mortality studies. 

To find out if the hypothesis is correct, the Marine Research Foundation and the Center for 
Field Research have begun studies into the giant clams of Tonga. During the next three years, 
they will work in association with the Governement of Tonga to: 

— Inspect, tag and measure the clams planted in June 1986 and repair the circle as 
needed; 

— Search for juveniles in the vicinity of the clam circle and down-current; 

— Conduct hydrographic and bathymetric studies of the embayments of Vava'u to 
determine the most favorable locations for vasuva circles; 

— Encourage and assist in the installation of clam circles in the most favourable 
locations in Vava'u; 

— Investigate the existing natural stocks of all species of giant clams in the vicinity 
of Vava'u and other island groups if time and weather permits; 

— Conduct transplanting experiments to determine the best methods of moving the 
clams from their original habitats to the experimental sites; 

— Tag the experimental and selected natural populations for growth and mortality 
studies; 

— Investigate the predators and diseases of the giant clams in Tonga and identify 
potential hazards for large settlements of clams or for grow-out sites from any 
future culture activity; 

— Study spawning activities ip the clam circles to determine optimum spacing of 
the brood stock and subsequent egg and larval dispersal in the embayments; 
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How to make a giant elamcirclen . v ; : ; ^ ' ^ ; ain^iri.'.oiivi'i 5 i.-rrr';n. 

Location .'^uijyofiiJ^ui U-ovo;; ^ r i aek/ib o;Hi •::• .•;:•,; o.ii k •• u^^^i-r'" 

The locatiorfcofahe, gtigintcdafmvcircliS isepertrapsfth'e most important aspects^of its future 
succeaSjiddeallyv tee ̂ circle! location shouldibeyoa! ?• -pw-;> "w ' ^ -^jj.nUiv : < :^v :•.. 

bns an&iUv 3 b w h.^ 3; Ao±', ?&• Y. vi';i;! i'cn '-'i ~ ; ;';.;o:' >'-',". :::-u ."'•? 'VTK 
— ]|njclear,;unpolluted. seawaterBwith.nQariyecsQ^s^amps;close by;/ • ;;„ ' , , . , : 

— In Ja protected lagoon1 or bay where the clams will not be subjected to strong; wave 
action; 

— Vyher^ someone can keep an eye on - thfe qlam .circle ;(near a. village or someone's 

— Trrefe sHotifcf be^y^;'c^ra1 rVe£f;1ne/ciirc^ made on a flat 
or gently'sloping boitdm area which' is either coarse' sancf, coral rock or rubble, 
or a thin layer of medium to coarse sand over a hard bottom.' Very fine sand or 
mud, and thick, loose sand arei not good for the clams; 

— The clam circle should not be too shallow or too deep: 3 - 6 m is about right; 

— The;iiaiVai';:'cla'rnsufs'wlrri for\'7-io ;'days.,' so there shbufd, not, be very strong 
currents in the area or, if there are, there should be an extensive area of reefs 
and.shpals.dowrhcurrent for the. young.clams to settle on, , - , . , 

It is very important that all th,e„ clams, be of the same species and not placed too close 
together. When clarris are piaced'rjg'hfhext to ea'cri other they create anew microrjabitat in 
which diseases and predators become a problem. Observations on natural populationsi of giant 
clams indicates they,will £0, best if they are placedr.abput02,m apart. 

The clams should be arranged.neatly Jri,two; circles* ;Qns,insjde the other, with 66 clams in 
the otiier circle, 33'in the inner circle/and Ofip veryvi^rgeone in the: centre. i ; 

The outer, qjrcle will,have, a.radius of.aboijt 26.m;{;52,m.-in diameter). The inne/ccircle will 
have a radius of 13 m'(26' m in diameter)'."'After lifi'e "general area^ox the clam; circle has 
been found, locate an area about 50 m in diameter, with the type of bottom specified earlier. 
There can beJi,ye^oral:heads in thegarea^ but ;not to%manyy and the/e; should-be ppensbottom 
as well. Put a weight at onei end of ̂ .polypropylene '(floating);;rope at, least ,3Qim long., Drop 
the weight in the center of the proposed circle and tie a float onto the line at the surface. The 
float shQufdijbei/abouWhe size of ar4 kbottle>The bottom w.eight^should be anianchor or 
something which will not mpv,e',easiJy.«lt:could-ba:tied to :a; piece of: coral.-1' 

Tie a k^ tv i .3m from the.flQat =and another knot at 26 m from'the float (or theiend; Of the 
l ine). 

A swimmer then holds-the knot or theend of the line to use^lineas a guide to swim, in a circle 
with theanehored end at the centre^ While.one swimmer holds the line and thus marks the 
circle, two or more divers and a small supply boat move with the swimmer and place the 
clams one by one along the path described by the line. If the clams are not be put down all at 
once, the circle can be marked wkfr stones! alongpthe bdttofn,'wrf.fi one stone placed at the 

http://'wrf.fi
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place where a clam will later be put. Each clam should be 2 m from the last one. They should 
be placed so they are all spaced evenly and neatly. 

After the outer circle is put down, the diver holds the knot at 13 m from the float and swims 
the inner circle, while the other divers follow with the rest of the clams. 

Transplanting techniques 

The biggest clams are the best, as they produce the most eggs. Collect the clams without 
harming them. Although they are heavy and their shells are strong, they are soft inside and 
if they are thrown about they can be hurt and die. Move them slowly and carefully. Do not 
break the shells. 

The clams should be kept moist and in the shade when in the boat. It would be best if they 
were moved only once, from the collection area to the protected circles. They should be kept 
out of the water for only a short period of time. If the clams are to be collected in an area far 
from the placement site, they can be moved to a temporary storage area until ready for the 
move to the circle area. The storage area should be in about the same depth as the final circle 
area and the clams should be treated gently and placed correctly in an upright position in the 
storage area and not just heaped together. 

In many cases the most practical idea is to select the circle area and then collect the clams 
and place them in the circle over a period of weeks, moving new clams into position as 
fishermen happen to find them and bring them in. 

The clams should be carefully lifted from the boat and handed to the divers one at a time and 
then the divers should carry them to the bottom and place them under the diver on the 
surface. The surface diver, holding the line, keeps the line pulled gently tight to keep it in 
position. Once the first clam is placed, the next should be 2.25 m from the centre of the last 
one. A weighted stick can be used to make the distance exact. 

If the clams are too big for a diver to swim with, they should be lowered from the boat on a 
line. Don't just drop them to the bottom or throw them from the boat as this may damage or 
kill them. 

Care of the circles 

If the clams are damaged during collection they will die in the first few weeks. Those that 
show signs of dying (the shells open and the animal does not move when poked, or white 
decay is evident on the meat) should be removed from the circle and new clams put In place 
after a few days. Put the replacement in a slightly different location from the place where 
the first clam died. 

If the clams survive the transplanting they can be expected to live for many years, perhaps 
more than 30 or 40 years, and thus provide a real contribution to the local clam population. 
Each big clam provides more eggs than thousands of small clams, so the bigger the clam, the 
older it gets, the more valuable it is to the production of young. 

At least once a year the clam circle should be carefully inspected and any dead or missing 
clams replaced. People should also remove the large white murex shells (with the pink 
inside) from the area of the circle as these can eat the clams. If anyone sees some shell or 
fish eating the clams (even small shells may crawl inside and eat clams), this should be 
reported and the shells removed from the area of the clams. 

The people of one village in Savai'i, Western Samoa, have reportedly kept clams for many 
generations. The clams have each been given names and the children of the village are sent 
out to brush the shells clean of growth and to be sure the clams are all right. This may 
actually be of service to the clams as sponges and other organisms can damage the shell over 
a long period of time. 
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For this reason, making giant clam circles is a good project for environmental awareness 
week. It is a time when people can help improve and proteef-the'ha^ral^wbria^lateh^iiiturn 

day, but 
irheht week., 
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